Once upon a time, the citizens of Earth landed astronauts on planet XC-R 1342. Upon crash landing, the astronauts realized they will not be able to leave the planet without major repairs to their ship. They traverse through the planet looking for possible inhabitants and resources until... They traverse through the planet looking for possible inhabitants and resources until... they realized they had to make a choice about what sci-fi universe they were actually in. Where they in "A Galaxy Far, Far, Away?", where they in "Reaper Territory?", or had they "Boldly Gone Where No Man Had Gone Before?" Were they in "A Galaxy Far, Far, Away?", were they in "Reaper Territory?", or had they "Boldly Gone Where No Man Had Gone Before?".... They realized they were in "A Galaxy Far, Far, Away." While traveling and looking for resources they came upon a village of....tiny creatures with estranged bodies and one big eye, then all of the sudden the creatures king and master of the galaxy ....While traveling and looking for resources they came upon a village of tiny creatures with estranged bodies and one big eye, then all of the sudden the creatures king and master of the galaxy .... Jar Jar Binks appeared as a giant hologram in the center of the village. The tiny creatures ran in fear as Jar Jar began to speak... Jar Jar Binks appeared as a giant hologram in the center of the village. The tiny creatures ran in fear as Jar Jar began to speak... His usual gibberish that nobody could understand. Halfway through his nonsense, Jar Jar was cut off by... a thundering siren, not unlike an old air raid alarm. It was happening. Disney had finally come along to retcon the Star Wars prequels. And the astronauts were about to become collateral damage... an explosion that lit the midnight colored sky orange, while it snowed ashes of.... The astronauts look at each other and begin to bolt toward the closest building in the village for cover. Meanwhile jar jar starts looking around in all directions seemingly confused on what is happening. Just as the astronauts reach the front of the building the ground began shaking from under them and spreading apart. Slowly, they saw hands rise out of the cracks that formed in the ground. These hands belonged to... Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen! He had come back from dead to reclaim his lucky "#1" hat with two seperate drink holders. But not before he was cut off by... Tails Miles Prower who was wearing Smitty's hat. Smitty angrily yelled at Tails to return his hat, but Tails told Smitty that the only way for the astronauts to leave was with the fuel embedded in the hats threads. Tails flew away with the hat, but was intercepted by....Buzz Lightyear as he flew across the air! Buzz heard the astronauts distress calls as they were crashing and flew to infinity and beyond to save them. As Buzz is giving Smitty's hat to the astronauts..... Ten thousand rabbits behind to fall out of his hat. Turns out that Smitty's hat is magical. Immediately after the bunnies stop pouring from the hat, King Arthur and the knights of the round table emerge. Without a Holy Hand Grenade to save the day a giant battle between the knights and the rabbits ensues. Just as the astronauts were about to make their escape... The bunnies' buck teeth snagged holes in their spacesuits. The strong streams of air from their suits sent them soaring towards New York City. Well, now the astronauts are in Times Square in ripped space suits. They feel pretty stupid. Thus, they head into Macy's in search of decent attire. Who could've guessed what they saw next as they walked through Macy's double doors.... Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen! Back to reclaim his magical hat and restore order to the galaxy once again now that the astronauts have landed safely on their home planet and no longer need fuel cells. At the sight of Smitty, the astronauts ducked behind the cashier's counter and... eagerly though of ways of escape. Luckily Chuck, the one who is currently wearing the magical hat without asking though it would be good idea to turn the whole crew into fierce overpowering pain tolerant chimps, each with the strength of two chimps. What came next was never to be expected. A sight only few have survived to tell the tale. Space Penguins came flying in and... immediately headed to the Macy's perfume counter, as for some reason they were strangely attracted to the overbearing scent of rubbing alcohol soaked flowers that made men run in the other direction. BUT THE PENGUINS KNEW THE STRUGGLE OF THE MILLENNIAL GENERATION and, thusly,
could not possibly afford Macy's perfume. So they wandered down the mall's lot and found the local news media outlet in the form of soft, wearable armor. The journey was nearly complete as their suits were in need of thread from the terrible bunnies' teeth. A store called "HOT TOPIC"...emerged within view. They entered the store and saw none other than Deadpool! It seemed that while walking through the doors, they had not only entered the Hot Mess Clearance Sale but they had switched to an entirely different genre of universe. But then suddenly, Kylo Ren appeared from the shadows. Deadpool simply looked at him and said....."You look familiar, did I spin you like a beanie propeller and leave you in a motel room in Dubuque?" At first, Kylo Ren gave Deadpool a puzzled look and shook his head but then he realized that he was standing in the glory of the most awesome superhero, Deadpool!!! Kylo Ren ran to Deadpool and gave him a huge hug and then they shopped till they dropped and saved a ton of money at the Hot Mess Clearance Sale. Carrying loads of shopping bags, Kylo Ren and Deadpool went to their next destination......CHIPOTLE!!!! They were so exhausted and hungry that they had to eat the best thing on the planet, which is of course the steak bowl! After they ate they decided to....find a cozy spot to take a nap. A big meal at Chipotle will make anyone ready for an energizing snooze! When they woke up, it was finally time for Kylo Ren to train Deadpool to become a sith lord! They both traveled to a distant mystical alien forest as Kylo Ren struggled to make Deadpool understand the complex nature of the force until finally.... Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen, lost in his search for the astronauts and his hat, comes sauntering up in full cowboy getup. He declares that this distant mystical alien forest isn't big enough for the three of them and begins counting down from 5. Just after the sound of "one" escapes his bony fish lips...Spongebob runs from behind a tree and yells "Stop! F is for Friends who do stuff together!" Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen realizes his mistake and lowers his rifle. He, Spongebob, Kylo Ren, and Deadpool attempt to get out of the alien forest until they are stopped by a formidable opponent....He, Spongebob, Kylo Ren, and Deadpool attempt to get out of the alien forest until they are stopped by a formidable opponent.... it was none other than Swiper. "Today will be a day long remembered," stated Swiper, "That little pest and her magic backpack won't save you this time." Swiper began charging at his old enemies with a ferocious intent to swipe but suddenly stopped when he saw a bright light in the distance....Swiper began charging at his old enemies with a ferocious intent to swipe but suddenly stopped when he saw a bright light in the distance....as it got closer Swiper panicked and ran off. As the light came closer to the group, they noticed that it was headed straight toward them. They ducked and covered away from its path as they hear a loud crash shortly afterward. When everything settled down, it was not long until they realized that the light and the noise came from another spaceship that have just crashed. As they slowly walk towards the wreckage, a door opens up revealing its passengers...Blue Team, lead by the legendary Master Chief. The Chief then looked over his shoulder to his team, chuckled, and said, "See? I told you we'd make it." Awe stricken in the face of such mythic badasses, the group promptly began to lose their collective minds in fandom. Deadpool even proceeded to bow ceaselessly before the Spartans. Some time during all the racket, Cortana appeared in front of the Chief saying, "Sorry to cut your worship short, but something massive come toward us. It's ...""JOHN CENA!!! (Insert Music)". John Cena and Master Chief immediately launch into the air and begin combat. As their fists clash they realize that they are evenly and that this battle could continue for centuries without any winner being decided. Returning back to the ground their fists meet once again, this time in acknowledgement of each other's skills. But, this new tag team will be given no time to rest as their opponents have just appeared...Just right when the opponents appear, a boy wakes up on his bed awoken by his mother's screams; "you will be late to school, get up already!" Still half asleep, the boy thinks to himself; "man watching the new Star Wars movie five times still has me dreaming about space every night". AWESOME!! the boy gets ready for school and as he walks out the door he sees a penguin hiding in the bush and as he looks past the bush he thinks he sees... Yet another penguin, and it turns out, it was the first penguin's brother. His tap dancing gig wasn't going over very well lately....
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suggested let’s do something awesome, they went to Canada for snowboarding, and jumping off the helicopter. Doing extreme activities, to have an extreme life. They had a big list to be the extreme peeps in the world, and create awesome montages. The night of the penguin xgames starts, all the celebrity penguins are out as this is the event of the year. It starts on the 300 meter half pipe where the penguins fight for glory. It starts on the 300 meter half pipe where the penguins fight for glory. They had prepared for this their entire lives, or at least the past few months. The prize money for gold would be enough to pay for lessons to improve the brother’s tap dancing. Just as the first penguin dropped in, he went for his go-to trick, the front-side cold front, when... Just as the first penguin dropped in, he went for his go-to trick, the front-side cold front, when... a freak gust of wind swooped in and carried him into the outer reaches of the atmosphere. This is where the infamous flying space turtle said to the penguin...

The turtle suddenly yelled, "GRAB SHELL DUDE!" as they soared through space and time into a vast nothingness. The end.... But it wasn’t the end. As the turtle and penguin disappeared into the massive blackness of nothing, a beam of light broke through. The sleeping boy rubbed his eyes and realized he had been lost in his dream world again. The turtle and penguin and Spongebob and tap dancing penguin and John Cena and Master Chief and Deadpool and Kylo Ren and Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen and Jar Jar Binks and the astronauts and monsters and Swiper would all be back when he took another nap. The boy shot up from his slumber after realizing he would be getting a late start to his day. But he had nothing to worry about because he doesn't have to get ready for the day, the day has to get ready for him. He's Chuck Norris. The boy shot up from his slumber after realizing he would be getting a late start to his day. But he had nothing to worry about because he doesn't have to get ready for the day, the day has to get ready for him. He's Chuck Norris. Once he realized the power he had as Chuck Norris the boy went deep into the forest to practice his high kicks. After knocking over a majestic oak from the base of its roots, the boy saw a tiny glimmer of a shiny object in the heart of the roots. After he karate chopped roots out of the way the boy strained to grab the glimmering object. After straining to get closer the boys fingers brushed up against the object. As sudden vibration hummed thru the tree causing the ground to fall away and the boy to fall into the abyss landing him in... Arendelle, where snowmen talk and reindeer are a man’s best friend... He looked up in wonder at such a world he had landed...he slowly stood and dusted the snow off of him. He turned to explore more than gasped at the beauty in front of him... His eyes couldn’t believe as he saw Arendelle Castle in front of him. Trying to gasp for some air, he faints after he sees Olaf talking to him. After he woke up he was......laying in the snow with a panicked Olaf standing over him, shaking him wildly to wake up. It turns out that the Queen of Arendelle herself had been captured, and the eccentric snowman had summoned Chuck to help rescue her from the clutches of... Jared Fogle! dun-dun-dun!!!! He was an evil man with a love for queens and sandwiches. Chuck knew this wasn’t going to be an easy... wait, He remembered he's Chuck Norris and he already passed out and fell in the snow like some kind of a human, was he losing his powers? There was only one way to find out, he dusted off his stretch crotch jeans and decided he must recharge his confidence and powers by doing a few reps on his Check Norris Total Gym Home Training System! But just as he was about to do his first muscle up, he... [Story End]